GLOBAL QUERY OPTIMIZATION
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1 INTRODUCTION
To extend the benefits
of the database
approach to other than business data processmg
areas, like artificial mtelhgence and engmeermg
design
automation,
many researchers
have
defined various extensions to exlstmg database
languages
Examples
of
these
extended
languages include the language QUEL* [KUNG84],
designed
to
support
artlficlal
mtelhgence
applications,
GEM [ZAN183], to support
a
semantic
data model, and the proposal
of
[ GU’IT84],
for support
of VLSI design
A
significant
part of extended database languages
1s support for multiple
command processing
Collections of queries can also be produced, for
example, m the course of answering a query m a
rule based (or deductive
database)
system
[GALL781 In [SELL85a] we have proposed a set of
transformations
and tactics
for optlrmzmg
collections
of commands m the presence of
updates
Here, we ~11 concentrate
on the
problem of optlrmzmg the execution of a set of
retrieve-only
commands (queries)

QXtQ?lS%O?ZS t0

relataonal database systems as well as an
deductwe databases, a database system zs
presented vnth a collectzon of quer&Qs to
process znstead of p&d
one
R as an
anterestang
problem then, to come up w&h
algomthms
that process these querzes
at a tzme
together anstead of one query
We examane
the problem
of
multaple
(global) query optamazataon an thas paper
A hwrarchy of algorzthms that can be used
for global query optamazataon as exhabzted
and analyzed
lhese algorzthms
range
from an arbatrary se?aal QxQcutaon vnthout
ofcommonresults
among
the
anysharzng
querzes to an exhaustave search of all
poss%ble Ways top?-OCQSS all quQ7'LQS
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Given a set of queries, It 1s a common
practice to optlrmze each query separately
To
“optlrmze”
a query means to choose among the
the query
For
various
ways of executing
example, there may be a choice of indexes to use,
or a choice of strategies
for executing
a
However,
relational
operator such as the loin
given a set of queries, there may be some
common tasks that are found m more than one of
them
akmg advantage of these common tasks,
T
mainly by avoiding redundant page accesses, may
prove to have a considerable effect on execution
time
The problem of multiple query processing has
been exammed m the past Hall, for example,
heurlstlcs
to
identify
common
uses

subexpressions,
especially
vvlthm a single query
[HALL74,HALL76]
He
uses
a
bottom-up
procedure
to ldentlfy
common
parts
m the
operator
tree that 1s used to represent
a query
In [GRAN~O] and [GRANBl]
Grant
and Mmker
describe the optlrmzatlon
of sets of queries m the
context
of deductive
databases
and propose
a
two stage optlrmzatlon
procedure
During
the
first stage ( ‘Preprocessor”)
the system obtains
at compzle
time
mformatlon
on the access
structures
that can be used m order to evaluate
the set of queries
Then, at the second stage the
“Optlrmzer”
groups
queries
and executes
them
separately
as groups
instead
of one at a time
However,
the algorithm
that chooses
the best
access plan for each mdlvldual
query
suffers
from
very
bad
worst
case
behavlour
Roussopoulos
in
[ROUS82a]
and
[ROUS82b]
provides
a framework
for mterquery
analysis
based on query graphs [WONG76], in an attempt
to find fast access paths for view processing
(view
indexing)
Other researchers
have also recently
exammed
the problem
of global
optlrmzatlon
Chakravarthy
and
Mmker
[CHAK82,CHAK85]
propose
a global
query optlrmzatlon
algorithm
based on the construction
of an integrated
query
graph
Then- algorithm
1s a generahzatlon
of the
query decomposltlon
algorithm
of [WONG76] but
it does not guarantee
that
the access
plan
constructed
IS the cheapest
one Km m [KIM841
suggests also a two stage optlrmzatlon
procedure
slrmlar
to the one m [GRAN81]
The unit. of
sharing m Km’s proposal
1s the relation
which 1s
not always the best thing to do, except m cases
of single relation
queries
The work of [FINK821
and [LARS85] on the problem
of derlvmg
query
results
based on the results
of other queries,
1s
also related
to the problem
of multiple
query
optlrmzatlon
since
it. provides
algorithms
to
check for common subexpressions
Finally, Jarke
m [JARK84b]
presents
the problem
of common
isolation
in
multiple
subexpression
query
describes
how
common
optlrmzatlon
He
expresslons
can be detected
and used according
to then- type (e g single relation
restrictions,
joins, etc)

architectures
processing

that

can be used for multiple
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Architecture
1 can be used mth mmunal changes
to existing
optlrmzers
The Plan Merger
1s a
component
that uses the locally
optunal
plans
generated
by a conventional
Local mtamazer
and
transforms
them into a larger
plan, the global
access plan, which 1s m turn processed
by the
Run- lime
System
Since
in many
existmg
systems queries are compiled
and saved as ObJect
code, it 1s very interesting,
given a set of such
pieces to identify
a sequence m which they must
be run to reduce
the I/O and/or
CPU cost
Looking at more sophisticated
procedures
which,
for example,
reduce
the cost of doing multiple
Joins mvolvmg
the same relation
R by scanning R
once and exammmg
several condltlons
in parallel
[CHAK85],
1s also an acceptable
solution
Using
such a procedure
lmphes
rewrlttmg
the query
processor
However, the redeemmg
value of such
an effort cannot be Justified because the outcome
1s not always the optunal
plan
To include
such
procedures
m our framework,
we Introduce
Architecture
2 The set of queries 1s processed
by a more sophisticated
component,
the Global
qptamazer,
which
m turn
passes the derived
global access plan to the RLLn-‘Plume System for
Architecture
2 thereby
1s not
processing
restricted
to using locally
optimal
plans
The
purpose of this paper 1s to exhibit
a hierarchy
of
optlrmzatlon
algorithms
that
can be used for
multiple
query
optlrmzatlon
either
as Plan
Mergers or as Global Optlrmzers
The algorithms

Our approach
to the problem
of multiple
query processing
1s based on the extend to which
exlstmg
optlmzers
can be used wthout
severe
alterations
Figure
1 illustrates
the alternative
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to be presented
Plan Merger and
1s used
We also
the
complexity
optlmahty
of the

vary on the complexity
of the
on whether
Architecture
1 or 2
discuss the trade offs between
of the
algorithms
and
the
global plan produced

restrIctIon
on conlunctlve
queries 1s one that 1s
imposed by most of the papers m the literature
and 1s based on the fact that the result
of a
disjunctive
query can really be thought
of as the
union
of the results
of the disjuncts
Also
equl]oms are the ones mostly used m queries and
therefore
it 1s natural
to examme this case only
Finally,
not allowing
proJections
enables
us to
concentrate
on the problem
of using effectively
the results
of common
subexpresslons
rather
than the problem
of derlvmg
the result
of a
query from the result of another
query ([LARS85]
and [FINK821 provide
some ideas m the context
of reusing
results
of queries
wth
proJection

The paper
1s organized
as follows
In the
next section we define the query model that we
~11 use throughout
this paper
and present
a
formulation
for the global
query
optlrmzatlon
problem
Then, m section
3 we present
our
approach
to the problem
and introduce
through
the use of some examples
some algorithms
that
can
be used
to solve
the
multiple
query
optlrmzatlon
problem
Sections
4 through
6
present these algorithms
m more detail
Section
4 suggests
an algorithm
which
finds a serial
sequence
for executing
the queries
which has
better
performance
than
an arbitrary
serial
execution
Then, m section
5 we describe
an
algorithm
that decomposes
queries
mto smaller
ones and produces
a global access query plan
Section
6 defines
a state
model
and then
proposes
an A* algorithm
slrmlar
to the one
proposed
by Grant
and Mmker
vnth an extra
preprocessing
step that improves
performance
Finally,
section
7 summarizes
our results
and
suggests
future
dn-ectlons
for
research
m
multiple
query optirmzation
2

FORMULATION

OF THE

11sts)

A Lo.& 1s an expression
relname + expr , where
relname 1s a name of a temporary
relation
or the
keyword
RESULT,
indicating
that
this
task
provides
the result
of the query,
and expr 1s
either a conJunctlon
of selection
predicates
over
the same relation
or a Join between two possibly
restricted
relations
(this
latter
type
covers
queries
which are processed
not by performmg
selections
first followed
by a Join, but m a way
that supports
’ plpelmmg”
) From now on we will
refer to tasks as if they were simply the ezpr
part, unless it 1s othemse
exphcltly
stated
We vnll say that a task t, XZZ@LS task t, (t, 3 tl)
lff f 1s a conJunctlon
of selection
predicates
on a
relation
R and on attributes
A,,A2 ,
A and tJ
1s a conJunctlon
of selection
predicates
on the
same relation
R and on attributes
A,,Ae ,
,A(
with lsk and it 1s the case that for any mstance
of the relation
R the result of evaluating
t, 1s a
subset of the result of evaluating
t,

PROBLEM

We assume that we are given a database D as
,h,],
and a set of
a set of relations
fR,,~e,
queries
Q = iQ1,Qz,
,Q,i
onD
Asfzkabn
JXXI&U&
1s a predicate
of the form RA op cow
where
R 1s a relation,
A a field
of R,
op~{=,#,<,s.>,z~f
and C(YILSsome constant
Am
arnrl?.cn.fa 1s a predicate
of the form RI A = R2 B
where RI and R2 are relations,
A and B are fields
of R, and Rz respectively
For slmphclty
we ~11
assume that the given queries share the followmg
propertles
[ 11 They are
predicates
[2]

conJunctlons

of selection

They do not have projection

We ml1 say that
(t, ‘t]) Iff

a task

t, 1s sdantzcal.

a) Selectaons
t, at,
and t, 3 t,
b) Jozns
t, 1s a conlunctlon
of
E,A, = EeB,, E,Ae = E,Bzp
and tl 1s a conJunctlon
of
El1 A, = E’e B,, E’, A2 = Egz Be,
where
each of El, E2, E’,
conJunction
of selections
relation
and El = E’, and Ez =

and join

lists

Under
the
above
restrlctlons
we
exclude
aggregates
as well as predicates
of the form
RI A+Re B=R3 C Extending
a system to support
these predicates
1s possible
but would require
The
significant
increase
in its
complexity

An F
that
an

for a query
produces

access

G=(V,E,L)
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the result
plan

1s an

to task

Join predicates
, E,A, = EzBk
Jam predicates
, E’, 4 = E’2 Bk
and .JYz 1s a
on the
same
E’z

1s a sequence
of the query
acyclic

(V, E and L being

t,

directed

of tasks
Formally,
graph

the sets of vertices,

IX

edges and vertex
follows
l

l

labels respectively)

defined

For every task
of the plan introduce
a
vertex v
If the result of a task
1s used m task
introduce an edge v,+v, between the vertices
and
v, and vJ that correspond
to
respectively
The label L(v,) of vertex v, 1s the processing
done by the correspondmg
task
(I e
relname + expr )
t

t,

f,

t,

l

We w-111refer to the mmn-nal cost plans for
processmg each query Q, mdlvldually,
as locally
optamal plans
Respectively,
we use the term
globally
optwnal
plan to refer to an access plan
that provides a way to compute the results of all
n queries mth mmnnal cost Generally the set of
locally optnnal plans and the globally optimal
plan are different
Finally, for a given query Q,
BCost (Q) gives the cost of the (locally) optu-nal
plan P that can be used to evaluate Q Hence,
BCost (Q) = SJ# Cost (p)], where P is the set of all

as

t,

t,

For example, consider the followmg query on the
relations EMP(name,age,dept) and DEPT(dept,nemps)
(we use QUEL [STON’X] to express them)

possible plans that can be used to evaluate

Let us now consider a system that 1s given a
set Q of queries and is required to execute It mth
mmlmal cost Given the above definition
of an
access plan, a global access plan 1s simply a
directed labeled graph that provides a way to
compute the results of all n queries
Based on
the above formulation,
the problem of global
query optlmzatlon
becomes

retrieve (EMP all,DEPT all)
where EMP age < 40
and DEPT nemps 5 20
and EMP dept = DEPT dept
One way to process this query IS
TEMPl +- EMP age % 40
TEMPZ + DEPT nemps zz20
RESULT +- TEMPl dept = TEMP2 dept
The graph of Figure
access plan

Q

Gwen n sets of access plans S,, &,, , S,, , mth
$=f%
P,Z? , P+f bezng the set of posszble
plans (graphs) that can be used to process
wm~,

2 shows the correspondmg

Fmd a global access plan P by “mergang”
n local access plans
(one out of each set
$) such that Cost(P) as mznzmal

The Plan Merger of Figure 1 performs
the
operation
“merge” mentioned above It 1s the
purpose of the followmg sections to define this
operation and produce algorithms that find P

3 A HIERARCHY

Before we present our algorithms to find the
optnnal global access plan, we describe our basic
approach to the problem
The primary source of
redundancy
m multiple
query processmg
IS
accessing the same data multiple
times m
different queries Our algorithms must recognize
common subexpresslons
not to the extend of
doing a thorough theorem provmg but simply by
lsolatmg pairs of expressions
e1 and e2 and
checking if e 1 * e2 based only on the form of the
expressions and vnthout going to the actual data
stored m the database
For example, e, may be
EMP age < 30 and e2 may be EMP age I 40 We do
not consider cases hke e2 being EMP dept =
“shoe” and it happens that all employees m the
shoe department are under 40 years old because

Notice that there are generally many possible
plans that can be used m order to process a
query
Next we define a cost function cost V-riZ for
access plans m the obvious way
cost (v,) = the cost of I/ O’s needed
+ the CPU cost needed
for processing task t,
The cost Cost(G) of an access plan G 1s defined as
Cost(G) = &cost

OF ALGORITHMS

(v,)
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of the specific instance
of the database
Unless
such a rule 1s exphcltly
known to the system m
the form of an integrity
constraint
or functional
dependency,
we cannot
do any snnpllficatlon
to
the
query
[ JARK84a,CHAK84]
Therefore,
a
slgmficant
part of our algorithms
1s devoted
m
common subexpression
lsolatlon

Architecture
1 of Figure 1 mth the Plan Merger
absent
Algorithm
BS preprocesses
the plans and
generates
a better
order of execution
so that
intermediate
results
(temporaries)
are reusable
usmg the algorithm
of Fmkelstem
[FINK821
In
this case the Plan Merger
of Figure
1 simply
rearranges
the order
m which
the plans are
processed
Notice that m both algorithms
AS and
BS the unit of execution
1s a whole query, 1 e the
second query IS processed
after the first one has
been totally processed,
etc

Second, it 1s the case m many systems that
for some queries
the optimal
local access plans
have been found and stored in the database
(e g
System-R
[ASTR76]
and
POSTGRES
[STON85]
choose to do so)
Because
the system cannot
afford to store more than one plan for each
query, it stores only the optimal
access plans
Then, m subsequent
requests
the system can use
the precomputed
plans
along
vvlth the ones
produced
for the rest of the given queries
and
find a globally
optimal
access plan
It 1s an
see
question
to
how
interesting
global
optlrmzatlon
can be achieved
based only
on
locally optimal plans

Algorithm
D presents
a different
paradigm
A
query IS decomposed
into smaller parts and these
parts become the umt of execution
Therefore,
a
query IS not processed
as a whole but rather
m
small
pieces
which
are assembled
at various
points to produce
the result
As an example why
D rmght be a better
algorithm
than AS, consider
the followmg database,
EMP (name,age,salary,Job,dept)
DEPT (dept,nemps)
JOB (Job,proJect)

We group the various algorithms
that can be
used for global query optlrmzatlon
in a hierarchy
shown m Figure 3 As we descend the hierarchy
the complexity
of the algorithm
grows and the
total cost for processing
the queries decreases
Algorithms
AS, BS and D consider
only access
plans
that
are locally
optunal
As mentioned
above, the locally
optimal
plan for executing
a
query
Q 1s derived
by considering
Q alone
Algorithm
AS simply executes
these plans m an
corresponds
to
order
ThlS
arbitrary

without
any fast access paths for any of the fields
of the relations,
and the queries
( Q1)

retrieve (EMP all,DEPT all)
where EMP age 5 40
and DEPT nemps < 20
and EMP dept = DEPT dept

( Q2)

retrieve (EMP all,DEPT all)
where EMP age zz 50
and DEPT nemps I 10
and EMP dept = DEPT dept

If we run either
use

(AS) 1 ARBITRARYSERIALEXFXUTION 1

the

on

(BS)

”
BETTERSERIALEXEXUTION

and

DEPT

plan

the

effectively

mght

be

more

retrieve into tempDEPT (DEPT all)
where DEPT nemps I 20

SMALLERQUERIES

(HS) ~HEURISTKM,G~~THM(A*)

EMP

followmg

from

to

retrieve Into tempEMP (EMP all)
where EMP age g 50

1
DECOMPOSITIONINTO
63

the

we ml1 be unable
results

intermediate

restrictions
However,
efficient

Q, or Qz first

retrieve (tempEMP all,tempDEPT all)
where tempEMP age 4 40
and tempEMP dept = tempDEPT dept
I

retrieve (tempEMP all,tempDEPT all)
where tempDEPT nemps s 10
and ternpEMP dept = tempDEPT dept
because
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it. avoids

accessing

the

EMP and DEPT

relations
more

more

than

efficient

reduce

the

m
size

The function

once
the

cases

of the

D, 1s to “glue”

way

that

provides

temporary

results

where

original

of the Plan

algorithm

though some simple preprocessing
can be done to
achieve better
performance
We examme now m
more detail these two algorithms

It 1s also slgmficantly

better

restrlctlons

relations

Merger,

a lot

m the

the plans

case of

together

utlllzatlon

4 1 Arbitrary

m a

mth

(Pa)

that

P3 and

m

processes

loin

number
examme

the
uses
of

P4 do not

EMP dept=DEPT
addition

some

clause

Algorithm

the

P3

plan

of

to
plans

to find the optimal

that

retrieve (EMP all)
where EMP age g 40

us

assume

lt
global

the

has

that

the

and temporary

We also assume

dept

reduce

All the above algorithms
are exammed
detail m the followmg three sections

4

( Qs)

sizes

results

of

queries

the

mitral

are as follows

size (EMP) = 100 pages
size (EMP ag640) = 20 pages
size (EMP[age440 and salary < lo]) = 10 pages

the common

dept

the followmg

retrieve (EMP all)
where EMP age 4 40
and EMP salary I 10

relations

EMP dept=DEPT

heurlstlcs

permutations

m order

to

share

we consider

( Q5)

Let

retrieve (EMP all,DEPT all)
where EMP dept = DEPT dept

HS considers
also

As an example,
Q5and Q6

local plans

subexpresslon

It

I=1

retrieve into TEMPl (JOB all,EMP all)
where JOB Job = EMP Job
retrieve (TEMPl all,DEPT all)
where TEMPl dept = DEPT dept

(Pa)

access plan ml1 be

Cost (P) = 2 BCost ($)

retrieve (EMP all,DEPT all)
where EMP dept = DEPT dept

optimal

Notice

cost of the global

retrieve (JOB all,EMP all,DEPT all)
where EMP dept = DEPT dept
and JOB Job = EMP Job

( Q4)

Execution

In Algorithm
AS the sequence
m which the
queries are run 1s chosen at random
We assume
that
all queries
are processed
mthout
takmg
advantage
of any common tasks that they may
1s
share
The global plan P that IS produced
simply the concatenation
of the locally
optnnal
plans
for the queries
m an arbitrary
way
Therefore,
for any order
of processing
S =
Q, {, with QI, EQ and al, %k distinct,
the
k’q Qz,

of common

Finally,
algorithm
HS 1s based on searching
among local (not necessarily
optimal)
query plans
and building
a global access plan choosmg
one
local plan per query
Architecture
2 of Figure 1
applies
to this
case
The
effectiveness
of
algorithm
HS 1s illustrated
mth the followmg
example
Suppose we have the queries
( Q3)

Serd

to

store

temporaries

Then

algorithm

accesses

plan

Hence,

m more

that

for

plans

for

above

AS
Q5 and

the total

(throughout

the local
the
would

restrlctlons

requn-e

120 page

cost would

this paper

for Q5 and Qs
110

accesses

page
for

Qs

be 230 page accesses

we consider

for simplicity

only I/O costs in our examples)

SERIAL EXECUTION

The above algorithm
does not consider
at all
results
produced
as
reusing
that
are
intermediate
temporary
relations
A simple
extension
would be to keep temporary
relations
after
they
are used so that
the subsequent
queries
may use them
Better
than that, with
some simple preprocessing
we could find a serial
execution
that
makes
use of such temporary
The next subsection
presents
such an
results
approach

Algorithms
AS and BS of Figure 3 are based
on some serial execution
of the given queries Q1,
As
stated
m
the
previous
section
we
Qa > Q,,
only consider
the locally optimal plans P, In the
first case we do not impose any restrlctlons
on
the order m which the queries
are processed
which means that this 1s what a conventional
query processor
would do
In the second case
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4 2

Better

Serml

them mth a single edge Hrlth label the sum of
the labels of the previous
edges
If
the
resulting
graph
1s
acyclic
then the
PI
execution
order
S 1s derived
from
the
directed
paths
that
are imposed
on the
graph
graph has cycles then we
[31 If the resulting
break them by ormttmg
a set of edges mth
rmmmal sum of labels and then produce S as

Execution

The goal of algorithm
BS 1s to look at the
optunal local plans and derive a senal execution
schedule
S that makes use of various
common
subexpressions
The global access plan 1s again
the concatenation
of the local plans m the way
described
by S Checkmg
if a given temporary
result
can be used by a query 1s accomphshed
through
the procedure
that Fmkelstem
proposes
m [FINK821
It 1s our goal though not to increase
significantly
the complexity
of the algorithm
that
derives the global access plan
This 1s the main
reason
that we consider
only locally
optunal
plans
The algorithm
of section 6 considers
more
local plans than simply the ones of mmnnal cost

in PI
Let QG’(V,E’,L)

be the resultmg
graph
The last
step of the above algorithm
1s a well known NPcomplete
problem,
known as “the feedback
arc
set problem”
[GAREi’9]
However,
it 1s the case
that m multiple
query optlrmzatlon
the graph vvlll
have lust a few nodes and not many cycles, thus
making the problem
to have only mmor effect on
the performance
of the algorithm
A simple
analysis
shows that the formula
for computing
the estimated
cost of the global plan imposed by
the sequence S IS

We now describe how algorithm
BS works
We
~11 build a dn-ected
graph that ~11 eventually
propose some execution
order based on directed
paths
This
graph
1s very
slrmlar
to the
precedence
graphs used m concurrency
control
[ULLM82]
First,
we identify
queries
that
are
possibly overlappmg
on some expressions
If some
query Q, does not share any of Its input relations
mth
any other
query,
it 1s put first
in the
These
queries
are simply
not
sequence
S
amenable
to any optlrmzatlon
other than what
the locally optimal plan suggests
For the rest of
the queries
we define
the followmg
directed
labeled graph QG( V,E.L)

Cost(P) = ~BCost(Q,)-&L(e)
x=1
= t&?Cost ( 8, )-l&s

where CS 1s the set of common subexpressions
s
found m the queries and used in the final graph
QG’, n, 1s the number
of times the result
of
common
subexpression
s 1s used in the final
sequence and savzngs (s ) 1s defined as follows
Let R be a relation
and s 1 and s2 two
subexpressions
defined on R such that s2 can
be processed using the result of s1 instead of
R Let also CR be the cost of accessing R to
produce the result of sy and Cs, be the cost of
accessing the result of s 1 to compute the result
of s2 Then

For each plan P,( K,E;,&) we define a node qE
A directed
edge qz+qJ 1s mtroduced
if
a) Proper fmphcataon
There are 11%
E V,
and v, E % such that 4 (v,) q Z, (v,) and
r, (%I $3 r, (VI 1
b) Identacal Nodes There are V,EK and
V,E~ such that 4(vJ) =L,(v,)
and %<J
Let
us assume
that
an edge
qz-‘q,
1s
introduced
because of nodes v, of P, and v3 of
P, Then the label of the edge q,+q, 1s the
savmgs m the cost of executing
h(vl)
given
the result of &(v,)
The second
to break
graph

rule

indicates

one query

for edge definition

ties in a specified

how some intermediate

can be used to compute

s~vvi7s(s)

of

the result

of

CR-C,,

for edges of type (a)

cR+csI

for edges of type (b)

&ample
1 Let us show mth an example how BS
works
We will use agam the queries Q5 and Qe of
The directed
graph
the previous
subsection
constructed
1s shown in Figure 4

The resulting
result

=
I

1s introduced

manner

savings (s )

some other query
Algorithm
BS then proceeds m
the followmg way
[I] If multiple
edges mth the same direction
are
found between
two nodes qE and q, replace
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The edge q6+q5 1s introduced
because (EMP age %
40 and EMP salary
zz 10 *
EMP age < 40
Therefore
the serial execution
~11 be S=tQZI Q5j
which
uses 80 page accesses
less than
an
arbitrary
serial
execution
(230 page accesses),
for savmgs of 35%

can be derived

qz+ql

retrieve (EMP all,DEPT all)
where EMP age 5 40
and DEPT nemps zz 20
and EMP dept = DEPT dept

(Qz)

retrieve (EMP all,DEPT all)
where EMP age < 50
and DEPT nemps < 10
and EMP dept = DEPT dept

mth

optnnal
(PI)

local

removmg

retrieve mto tempEMP 1(EMP all)
where EMP age I 40
retrieve mto tempDEPT 1(DEPT all)
where DEPT nemps < 20
retrieve (tempEMP1 all,tempDEPTl
all)
where tempEMP1 dept = tempDEPT1 dept

(Pa)

retrieve mto tempEMP2(EMP
where EMP age 150

all)

retrieve mto tempDEPTZ(DEPT
where DEPT nemps S 10

all)

retrieve (tempEMP2 all,tempDEPT2 all)
where tempEMP2 dept = tempDEPT2 dept
and sizes of relations

and intermediate

results

size (EMP) = 100 pages
size (DEPT) = 10 pages
size (tempEMP1)
size (tempEMP2)

= 20 pages
= 40 pages

size (tempDEPT1)
size (tempDEPT2)

= 3 pages
= 5 pages

Figure

5 shows

the

QG graph

built

for

these

queries
5

The edge q1+q2 1s introduced

because

tempDEPT2

from

tempDEPT1,
because

tempEMP2

while

the

tempEMP1

We break

the edge q1+q2 for a total

the

edge

can

be

cycle

by

savmgs

of 60

page accesses
Although
algorithm
BS provides
better plans
than AS it still does not take advantage
of all
common
subexpresslons
because
of
the
requirement
that queries
must be run m some
order and no mterleavmg
1s possible
In the next
section we present another approach
which takes
advantage
of all common subexpresslons
that can
be identified
m locally optunal plans

5

plans

is introduced

derived

l&ample
2 To give an example where a cycle may
occur, we consider queries Q1 and QZ of section 3
( Q1)

from

DECOMPOSITION

ALGORITHM

As it is known
from
conventional
query
processing
[WONGi%,SELl79],
it
IS
always
beneficial
to break the query down into smaller
and
slrnpler
subqueries
to
avoid
creating
intermediate
results of large sizes In the case of
global
query
optlrmzatlon,
a slrmlar
approach
seems
prormsmg
also
If
we
recognize
subexpresslons
that are shared among queries,
then instead
of executing
the queries
m some
serial order, we can do some decomposltlon
mto
smaller queries, let these parts run m some order
dependmg
on the various
relatlonshlps
among
the queries and then simply assemble the results
of various
subquerles
to get the answers to the
original
queries
This
1s exactly
what
our
decomposltlon
algorithm
does
The
only
restrlctlon
Imposed
1s that
the partial
order
defined in a local query plan must be preserved
m the global query plan
As it was the case m the
previous
algorithms,
we consider
only locally
optimal
plans
Another
assumption
made for
algorithm
D 1s that
we are allowed
to use
temporary
results
XLLIUJL
changing
the
operations
done m local plans, that 1s we are
allowed
to perform
only
simple
renammg
of
relations
This restrlctlon
makes
the global
access plan produced
by D easier to derive and
definitely
better
than
an
arbitrary
serial
execution
In [SELL861
we examme
a more
general
case
for
this
algorithm
(Complex
Decomposltlon)
which
allows
more
complex
transformations
to query
plans
m order
to
achieve
even better
utlhzation
of temporary
results
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Let us now present
how algorithm
D works
First., we identify
as m BS the queries
that
possibly
overlap on some selectlons
and loins by
checking
the orlgmal
database relations
that are
used
For each set of overlapping
queries Q,, we
consider the corresponding
plans P, (local access
plans),
and define
a directed
graph
P(V,E,L)
(global access plan) in the followmg way

l

For every

v~EV, L(v,) = Z,(v,)

define a function
Res Q+V such that
where v, 1s the node of plan P, that
-(Q,)=v,#
provides
the result of query Q, Then we do the
followmg
transformations
on P m the order they
are presented
I?np1acatz0?ls
Let
[II Proper
tvI I L(v,) * L(v,) and L(v,) #a L(tp)
Fo;
and
every
v, EPZ(v,), add an edge vZ+v,
change L(v,) by changing
the relation
name
Involved
m the selection
or loin to the name
of the temporary
relation
which holds the
result in L(v,)
[a Identacal Nodes Find the equivalence classes
C, each composed of nodes from V, such that
for every v,,v~EC*, L(v,) = L(vk)
Select the
vertex
vJ belonging
to the plan P, mth the
least index 1 as the representative
ct of class
G
Then,
for each equivalence
class
G,
remove from the graph P all nodes v, EC, -[c, j
and substitute
each edge vj+vk mth a new
edge c,+vk
!dSO, change in I!#(?+) Of all such
vls, the temporary
relation
names derived m
I+ mth the temporary
relation
names derived
m c, (substitute
relation
name)
Finally,
if
for some v>cC;, vJ =&s(Q,),
set Res(Q,) to
Ct
Recurszve
hhnznatzon
Apply step [2] until it
[31
falls to produce any further
reduction
to the
We also

retrieve into TEMPl (EMP all)
where EMP age I 50
retrieve into TEMPB (DEPT all)
where DEPT nemps % 20
retrieve into TEMP 11 (TEMP 1 all)
where TEMPl age < 40
retrieve mto TEMP21 (TEMPZ all)
where TEMP2 nemps 5 10
retrieve (TEMPl 1 all,TEMP2 all)
where TEMPl 1 dept = TEMPZ dept
retrieve (TEMPl all,TEMP21 all)
where TEMPl dept = TEMP21 dept

Estunatmg
the
imposed by the graph

graph

Cd(P)

The result
of the above transformation
1s a
directed
graph
P which 1s guaranteed
to be
The
acyclic
if the mltlal
graphs P, are acyclic
directed
arcs impose an order on the execution
of the various
tasks
Finally,
the function
Res
gives the nodes that hold the results
for all
To give an example
of the algorithm,
queries
Figures
6, 7 and 6 show the lmtlal
access plan
graphs, the graph P after transformation
[I] and
the final global access plan graph (as a sequence
of operations
) respectively
for the two queries Q1
and Qz of section 3

cost

of

the

global

plan

P, we have

= 5 BCost (Q,)- C n, savzngs (s)
1=1
sets

where
CS 1s now the
set of all
common
subexpresslons
found m the local access plans
and n, and savangs(s)
are defined m the same
way as m the previous
section
For example,
for
Cost(P)
=
the
queries
Q1
and
Qz,
223 + CJ(20,5) t CJ(40,3), where CJ(a,b) 1s a cost
function
that
gives the cost of doing a Join
between
two relations
of sizes a and 6 pages
This
cost
represents
a savmgs
of 65 page
accesses
compared
to
an
arbitrary
serial
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execution

plans

We now move on to discuss the most general
algorithm
that can be used to process multiple
queries
This heuristic
algorithm
IS the basis of
the Global Optlrmzer
module of Figure 1

detecting

6

HEURISTIC

plans

for

Qa

plans

because
dept

it

shares

vvlth P,

Hence,

Ss and S, ~11 be S3=tP3,P32j

Generally,
optlrmzmg

m

this

algorithm

a set of queries

instead

the

the

found

desn-able

effectively
among

candidate
effect

all

of

common

the queries

the A* algorithm,
we need
S , the way transltlons
are
and the costs of such

1
A m
s 1s an n-tuple
,pn>, where ~,E{NuLJJUS, If pE =
NULL it 1s assumed that state s suggests no
plan for evaluating
query Q,
Defimtlon
function

2

Let
next

,p,,>
mth

s l=<~ 192,
S +Z

and

a

1pj =NuLLJ,If 13 1pJ =rwujf)

next (s 1) = mm{]

Am

T(s 1,s2) from state s, to s2 exists
at least
one NULL entry
and
for
with
>%a>3
s2=<91429
% =p,
1st <next 61)~ qmzt(SI)E%Zt(S1) and s, WILL for
lff

has

s1

nezt(sJ+lSJ

1n

Defimtlon
3 The cnst tcost (t) of a transltlon
t =T(s,,s2)
1s defined
as the adrlztzonal
cost
needed
to
process
the
new
plan
qm
introduced
at t (according
to Definition
2),
given the (mtermedlate
or final) results
of
processing
the plans of s1
From

the

above

transitions

NULL entry

mth

a plan

the

for

Sf =<;P192,

the

vector,

the mitral

the

way

replace

the

say at position

correspondmg

The state
state

we see that

we vvlll always

of a state

we define

algorithm

is the mltlal
final

defimtlon

are defined,

first

Finally,

and final

query

Q,

states

for

S~=<NULL,NULL,

of the algorithm

2,

) NULL,>

and the states

,p,,> vvlth p, #NULL, for all z, are the

states

The A* algorithm
starts from the lmtlal
state so
and finds a final state SF such that the cost of
getting
from sE to SF is mmimal
among all paths
leading form so to any final state
This 1s exactly
what global
query
optlrmzatlon
should
do
In
order
for
an A* algorithm
to
have
fast
convergence,
a heurlstlc
function
h 1s introduced
on states
[RICH831
This function
1s used to
prune down the size of the search space that vvlll
be explored
We introduce
here such a function
h S +Z m the followmg
way let s =<pl,p2, ,p,> ,
then

Join

the sets of
and S4={P4j

we

has
usmg

one

<P bP29

retrieve into TEMPl (EMP all,DEPT all)
where EMP dept = DEPT dept
retrieve (JOB all,TEMP 1 all)
where JOB Job = TEMPl Job

query

query
and

than

Defimtlon

plans
set of plans (graphs)
that can be used to process
query z Good candidates
for such plans are the
locally
optimal
plans and the ones that use all
common subexpresslons
among the given queries
For example,
for the queries Q3 and Q4 of section
3, m addition
to the plans P3 and P, presented
there, we should also consider the plan

EMP dept=DEPT

more

In order to present
to define a state space
done between
states
transitions

ALGORITHM

the original
global
query
optlrmzatlon
was stated, we are given n sets of access
P,z, , P*{ being a
S1, SZ, , %,, vvlth Ei=k,,

(P&

per

subexpresslons

As It. was illustrated
through
an example
m
section
3, it 1s not always the case that the
locally
optunal
plans ml1 be the best ones to
integrate
m order
to get a globally
optunal
access
plan
Grant
and Mmker
m [GRAN80]
present an algorithm
that uses more than locally
optnnal plans to find the best global plan
Thenalgorithm
1s a Branch
and Bound
algorithm
[RICH831
The assumption
they make 1s that
queries
involve
only equlloms
and selections
of
the form
RA=com
This section
presents
a
slrmlar
algorithm
which
1s defined
as a state
space search algorithm
(A* algorithm
[RICH83])
mth better
average
case performance
than the
one of [GRAN80]
A model
of queries
vnth
equahtles
only,
makes
our definition
of +
redundant
since It. 1s subsumed
by the definition
We ~11 also make
here
the
same
of
=
assumption
to simplify
the presentation
of the
algorithm
At the end of this section
we vvlll
discuss
the extensions
that
can be done to
include more general predicates
m queries
As
problem

Consldermg

consider
of a set of
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h(s) =

&f (est-cost(P*)
E=MZZf
[S)

-m6;np”

Once we have found the estimated
est-cost,
the A* algorithm
1s applied

est-cost(m))
,

The final algorithm
ALGORITHM

where
P, =yn

cost function

1s the followmg
HS

[est-cost(Pzl)]

[II

P= M=tw’

Apply the preprocessing
algorithm
of the
Appendix
PI Based on the result set s’, compute the
est-cost
function
For
all
queries
wth no representative
plan
[31
in S’, find the originally
cheapest
plan and
put it m the final solution
run the A*
141 For the rest of the queries
Algorithm
using
a heurlstlc
estunate
est-cost
to find the remammg
entries
m
the solution

P,

r=l

m 1s a task found m PnP,
mth n, being the
number
of times task m appears
m the sets P,,
nest (s)iz <n, and the function
est-cost
1s defined
on tasks
and given
by a procedure
to be
For a plan p , we assume that
discussed below
est-cost

(p) = C est-cost
me

(m)

A complete
found

If it 1s true that est-cost (p)l Cost (p) then the
convergence
of the A* algorithm
1s guaranteed
[RICH831
Therefore,
one significant
Issue 1s to
define
a correct
function
est-cost,
“correct”
meaning
that it underestimates
the actual cost
For the slrmlar algorithm
presented
m [GRAN80],
such a function
1s given
This function
though
does not take
mto
account
all mteractlons
among the queries
In [SELL85b]
we describe
a
better
function
wbch
1s derived
m a slrmlar
manner but 1s closer to the actual cost
Since it
1s known that the better
we estunate
the cost,
the faster
the algorithm
converges
[RICH83],
estimates
ml1
result
to
better
using
our
The preprocessing
algorithm
1s
performance
What we detect
described
briefly in the Appendix
1s a set s’ of plans that are candidates
for the
Then,
based
on the
cost
optimal
solution
function
cost defined
for tasks, we define the
followmg
function
coalesced-cost
on
tasks
[ GRANBO]
coalesced-cost

(t,)

The estimated
= SF ~11 be,
Cost(P)

coalesced-cost

(P,)

=
tk

Based
follows

on that

est-cost

function,

(Cl 1 =

queries

C coalesced-cost
cp,

task

(tk)

1s defined

est-cost

coalesced-cost
Cost (ptj)

this

(P,)

can be also

cost of the final

C Cost(p)-

C n,

access

plan

P

savzngs(s)

SGCS

number
of
(not plans

Some comments
are appropriate
at this
point
First,
the A* algorithm
mth
the new
estnnator
function
est-cost
~11 not take more
steps than the orlgmal A* algorithm
presented
m
coalesced-cost
as its
[GRAN80]
(which
uses
estimator
function)
This 1s based on the fact
that for every task m it 1s true that est-cost (m) 2
coalesced-cost(m)
Therefore
mth the help of a
known
theorem
(see [GRAN80]
for proof)
our
algorithm,
~11 give a solution m at most the same
number
of steps as the algorithm
of [GRANBO]
Second,
we must note that
this algorithm
1s
correct
only in the cases where queries use solely
equlloms
and
equality
selection
clauses
If
arbitrary
selection
clauses
are used, the A*
algorithm
presented
above
~11 not find the
optimal
solution
This 1s true
because
the
imposed order m which we fill the state vectors
(1 e m ascending
query index) may not result to
the best utlllzatlon
of common
subexpresslon
results
For example, if Q1 has a more restrlctlve
selection
than &, it would be better to consider
executing
Qz first
To fix this problem
we simply
change
the transltlons
to fill not the next
available
slot m a state s, as it. was before done

cost (t,)
of

of the algorithm

where here CS represents
the total
subexpresslons
found m the n queries
as it. was the case m algorithm
D)

= ~

nq 1s the number
m, and for plans

=

P&F

%

where
occurs

example

in the Appendix

as

lf P,,ES
othermse
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d)

through
the use of nezt(s), but rather
any
available (NULL) posltlon of s This results to
larger fanout for each state and clearly more
processing for the A* algorithm
The heuristic
cost function
h is defined slrmlarly wth the
difference
that we do not consider now only
Identical tasks but pan-s of tasks t, and t, such
that t, * tl and t, fat, as well The generalized
algorithm 1s also presented m detail m [SELL861

7

CONCLUSION

Some of the algorithms
that we proposed
were based simply on the Idea of reusing
temporary results from the execution of queries,
where the processmg of each mdlvldual query 1s
The last
based on a locally
optimal
plan
(heunstlc search) algorithm, 1s a variation of the
algorithm
for optlrmzmg
a set of relatlonal
expressions
lmtlally
proposed by Grant and
Mmker m [GRANBo] The preprocessmg
phase
added to the algorithm intends to derive a better
cost estimator function used m the A* algorithm

suggests

As mterestmg future research dn-ectlons we
view the development of efficient algorithms for
common subexpression
ldentlficatlon
and the
extension to the algorithms presented to cover
more general predicates
Also the problem of
applymg global query optlmzatlon
techmques m
recursive
query processing [IOAN86] 1s also a
very interesting
area of research
Fmally, rulebased systems provide
a good example for
Rule-goal
trees
multiple
query
processing
[ULLM85] have many common paths because of

We expect that for a large number
of
apphcatlons
and query environments
global
offer
substantial
optirmzation
wlll
query
improvement to the performance of the system
In a series of expenments,
we have simulated
these algorithms using EQUEL/C [RTI84] and the
version of INGRES that 1s commercially available
A random number of queries were drawn from a
set of 8 queries and then executed

Algonthrq

a> as independent
c)

Algorithm

All algorithms
b) through
d) have performed
better than algorithm a) even m the presence of
fast access paths (on the relations
or the
indexes) Table 1 summarizes the results of our
experiments by showmg the decrease of both the
I/O (number of disk accesses) and CPU costs that
algorithms b), c) and d) achieve compared to the
cost of running
the queries
mthout
any
mterquery (global) optlrmzatlon
The same series
of experiments was also run over the same set of
queries with various primary or secondary access
structures
introduced
on the relations involved
This way we could check the vlabl1lt.y of these
algorithms even m the presence of fast access
paths The results showed slrmlar figures as the
ones of Table 1 lowered by 510% depending on
the size of the involved relations
The maJor Idea
1s that the overhead of a secondary structure
may be higher than the overhead of accessing an
unstructured
intermediate
result, which makes
global query optlrmzation reasonable under such
envn-onments as well The exact details of our
experiments are further described m [SELL861

We presented a set of algorithms that can be
These
used for multiple
query processing
algorithms
were presented
as pieces of an
algorithm hierarchy, as we descend the hierarchy
more sophisticated
algorithms can be used that
give better
access plans at the expense of
increased
complexity
of the algorithm
Itself
Using a representation
for access plans rather
more
queries,
we capture
general
than
optn-mzatlon environments
than the ones that
were used up to now for common subexpresslon
isolation

b)

as the Heuristic

queries
as the Better Serial Execution
Algorithm
suggests
as the Decomposltlon Algorithm suggests, and
finally
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Performance
Improvement

CAD

rules defined usmg other rules This means that
the rule-goal tree IS of great assistance m the
course of finding common subexpresslons
and
derlvmg e&lent
execution sequences
I would like to thank my
advisor Prof Michael Stonebraker for gnnng me
the opportunity
to work in the area of multiple
query processing and for provldmg many helpful
comments on an earher draft
I also thank my
colleague Yanms Ioanmdls and the anonymous
referees, for then- crltlclsms and suggestions that
greatly unproved the presentation of this paper
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havmg ldentlcal tasks are used Also there may
be more than one directed edge (vE, +vkl) going
from vV to vkl if there are more than one pair of
identical tasks involved in plans P,, and Pk, In
order to reduce the size of the graph, we can
keep only one edge vy +vkl if there exists at least
one edge between the two vertices v~, and vkl We
loose no mformatlon that way because we do not
really care how many identical tasks there are
between the two plans, we only need to know d
there 1s at least one
The goal of our algorithm is to find methods that
are most probably not m the optimal solution
The algorithm
we use 1s a slightly
modified
Depth-First-Search
(DFS)
algorithm
The
difference 1s that as we back up to the vertex vv
from which we got to another vertex vkl because
of the edge v,, +vkl, we store the ldentlficatlon
kl in some store associated
vvlth
(subscript)
vertex vy Then, at the end of the algorithm
we
delete from C all vertices that have two or more
members k’l’ and kl m their associated store,
such that k’=k Along mth the vertex, its edges
(both out- and m-going) are also marked as OUT
We continue
this deletion process and delete
vertices that have at least one out-going edge
marked OUT The process stops when no more
deletions are possible Let us call the final graph
G’(V’,E’) The set s’ is the set of plans P,, that
have a corresponding vertex vy m G’
What we achieve with our preprocessing
phase, 1s to reduce considerably
the size of the
search space for the A* algorithm
We need only
consider plans for queries that have at least one
plan still m the result graph G’ The rest of the
plans need not be considered since they do not
interact
wth
the others
Therefore,
it. 1s
sufficient to choose for the non present queries
the cheapest plan and put it. directly
in the
optunal solution
The rest of the queries provide
the remaining entries for the solution through
the A* algorithm
To give an example of the search and
deletion process along vvlth a run of the A*
algorithm we null use an example from [GRAN80]
We are given two queries and 5 plans
Pll, Plz,
pa 2 pzz I p23 We vvlll use tt to mdlcate the k-th
task of plan Pzj The table below gives the costs
for the tasks involved m each plan
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APPENDIX
We give here a brief descrlptlon
of our
algorithm that derives the est-cost function
We nrlll assume that we are given the n sets of
plans S1, SZ, , S,,, with %=iP,,, %,
, P+f
We
ml1 also assume that we know the pairs of tasks
t, EP~ and t, EP,,,, that are t, = t, We define a
directed graph G (V,E) in the followmg way
For each plan P, that has a task tk Identical
to some task(sj of any plan(s) used for
evaluating
other than the t-th query, we
introduce a vertex vEl
For each pair t, ~Pkrs t, cPpq of identical tasks
there 1s an edge connecting the two vertices
(Vkl +vpq ) if there 1s no other plan Ppr such
that t, EPIC and t, = tt
Given the above defimtlon a unique graph can be
built based on a set of plans Notlce that not all
plans are needed to build the graph Only those

and the identical tasks are
q1 =t’ 21 ’ t211 St222 ’ tf2 =t2 23
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The graph of Figure 9 gives the graph G for the
set of plans given
After the DFS 1s performed,
vertex vrl must be ehmmated
since it can reach
both 21 and 22 through
directed
paths
After
that, the edges lull +v2J, (v2, +vJ,
(vll *v2& and
as OUT
This
causes
(vn +v 11) are marked
vertices
vZ1 and vz2 to be deleted too Fmally, we
see that no more vertices
can be deleted
The
remaining
graph 1s shown m Figure 10

Task

t:1

57

47

5%

tl”z

%

te”

5%.

t.?i

t&G3

Coa'

20

15

5

35

10

10

5

10

10

30

cost

and the coalesced

Tracing

From that graph we see that the final table for
the estunated
cost for the various tasks will be
Task

Cl

tfl

Estlm

40

30

cost

tl”

and the estimated

5

t :e

4%

tz:

35

10

10

costs for the plans

t;$

10

10

30

PI2

J%

PZZ

&3

Est1m

75

45

55

50

40

we see that

It vlslted

= <NuLL,NuLL>

/ * expand

state

SO */

= <PIguLL>

/ * expand

state

s 1 */

sF = <P,,,P,>

/ * the fma-l

solutzon

are,

Plan

41

PlZ

Pm

&Z

PZS

Coa1
Cost

40

45

35

35

40

the A* algorithm

again,

we get

/ * expand

state

so */

S, = <P,,,NULL>

/ * expand

state

s, f/

~2 = <Pzl,NULL>

/ + expand

state

s2 +/

<p,2,p,,>

/ + the final

solutum

l/

yleldmg
again <P12, Pz3> as the best solution
But notice
that vvlth this set of estimators
the
algorithm
exhaustively
searches
all possible
, paths m the state space

are,

PI1

Tracing
the A* algorithm,
the followmg states

Sl

5

5%

costs for the plans

So = <NULL,NULL>

SF =

t 22

Plan

cost

SO

tll

coalesced-cost

Comparmg
this with the function
used m [GRAN~O] we would have

*/

yleldmg
<P12, P,>
as the optimal
solution
vvlth
Notice
that
if the commands
were
cost 85
executed
sequentially
it would
have
costed
Cost (P12) + Cost (Pz3) = 105 Therefore,
we a total
savmgs
of 19% was achieved
usmg the global
optlrmzatlon
algorithm.
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